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Abstract. The crystallization of polymers, caused by flow fields in the melt, has been the subject of extensive studies for
many years. In this study, we use periodical shear to induce polypropylene to form multi-layer structure, which is usually
observed in plants. Two interesting points were found: firstly, the quest of mimicking natural structures was achieved by
controlled periodical shear field; secondly, the evolution from nano to shish-kebab-like cylindrite structure was obtained in
the multi-layer structure, which can be clarified by nuclei competition model. This study can be used to better understand
the shear-induced crystallization of polymer. Here our intention is to place this new observation on the map, leaving a fuller
presentation and discussion of the work to a future publication.
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1. Introduction

The creativity of nature is very amazing and interesting. Creatures always have the simplest but most
optimized structures, e.g., reed, shell, bone and so
on, which display excellent comprehensive mechanical performance, prominent adaptability and good
self-healing feature. Bionics is developing rapidly
as a new branch of material science, chemistry,
physics and biology [1].
Reed is a large perennial grass found in wetlands
throughout temperate and tropical regions of the
world. The stem of reed is lightweight, high-performance structural material with exceptional strength
and toughness. These two properties tend to be
mutually exclusive, and attaining optimal mechanical performance is invariably a compromise often
achieved through the empirical design of micro structures. Its highly sophisticated structures with

complex hierarchical morphology are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows that the cross section of reed
stem is formed by vessels which carry nutrients and
water between leaves and root. Figure 1b shows that
the vertical section of the reed stem which is consisted of a multi-layer structure. Figure 1c indicates
that these layers are formed by vessel cells, which
look like highly oriented fibers [2]. These multilayer cylindrical structures are so-called walled
cylindrical shell structures [3]. Slippage between
layers can absorb energy to avoid the stem breaking. The deformation of thin walled cylindrical
shell structure can be restricted to deformation [4].
Can polymer products be bioinspired designed to
improve their mechanical properties? The quest of
mimicking natural structures in the synthesis of
new structural materials has generated enormous
interest but has yielded few practical advances.
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Figure 1. SEM figures of reeds stem and its multi-layer structure, (a) cross section of layer from reeds stem, (b) vertical section of reeds stem, (c) surface of layer from reeds stem. (ref. [2], permitted by the Publishers)

It is well known that iPP parts prepared by injection
molding always present an evolution from skin to
core morphology [5, 6]. The skin [7] starts forming
during the filling phase due to the rapid cooling of
the hot and highly oriented melt against the cold
mold wall. Transition region [8] is formed by
deformed spherulites. Shear region has peculiar
microstructures induced by shear flow, normally
referred to as shish-kebab structures [9]. The core
[10, 11] shows essentially !-type spherulitic morphology. The evolution is due to the gradient of
thermal and flow field. Bevis and coworkers [12, 13]
invented shear controlled orientation injection
molding (SCORIM) to provide strengthening shear
field. Su et al. [14] used SCORIM to produce the
so-call bioinspired bamboo-like structure with a typical hierarchic structure with high-proportion shishkebab structures in the skin and intermediate layers
and abundant beta-crystals in the core layer.
Another successful experiment was conducted by
Zhong and coworkers [15, 16], who obtained injection molded polymer parts with a high and homogeneous orientation distribution upon a combination of
in situ microfibrils and dynamic oscillation shear by
suppressing the skin-core structure of iPP parts. Our
previous work [17] also changes the morphology of
injection parts by periodical vibration injection
molding (PVIM).
These methods [12–17] are to strengthen shear field
to induce the transition from a relatively isotropic,
spherulitic morphology [18–20] to a highly oriented, shish-kebab morphology [21]. Formation of
shish-kebab structure [22] can be described as follows: When polymer melts are sheared, molecules
can be oriented in the flow direction. Alignment of
chain segments of polymer molecules is a natural
consequence of shear. At given temperature and
external shear field, the degree of orientation and

the extent of alignment obviously depend on the
critical entanglement molecular weight, relaxation
time, helical chain conformation, etc. Hence, it is
possible that, under certain experimental conditions, only partial chain strands are oriented in the
flow direction, while the other chain strands, especially those near the chain ends, remain unoriented
or randomly oriented with respect to the flow direction. When bundles of oriented chain segments
develop under shear, these bundles can initiate the
formation of primary nuclei. Then, crystallization
continues to produce the so-called ‘shish-kebab’
(cylindrite) morphology [23]. Zhang et al. [24]
found the shish-kebab structures which formed at
low shear rate and low temperature were different
from the classical shish-kebab structures which
formed at high shear rate and temperature. The
greatest difference was that low temperature and
shear rate can induce shish-kebab-like cylindrite
structures which can be observed by polarized light
microscope (PLM), while the high temperature and
shear rate induced nano-scale shish-kebab structures [25], which were usually characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and small angle Xray diffraction (SAXD). In our previous work [26],
a region full of shish-kebab (cylindrite) structures
induced by PVIM, which belong to shish-kebablike structures reported by Han and coworkers [23,
24], was also found between skin and core. These
shish-kebab structures were in close resemblance to
the polymorphic shish-kebab morphology in iPP
melts sheared with fibers [27–29], crystallization in
fibers/polymer composites [30, 31], or sample crystallization by a razor blade shear in the melt [32].
However, in our experiment there were neither
fibers nor other nucleation species added.
Herein, the PVIM technique was exploited in the
creation of reed-stem-like multi-layer bionic sam356
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ples. The goal was to realize the bioinspired design
to significantly improve the mechanical properties
of iPP samples. It was very interesting that we found
the multi-layer structure composed of evolution
from nano to shish-kebab-like cylindrite structure
induced by periodical shear. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first report of shish-kebab
structures of different scales in the same sample.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Material

IPP (grade: F401) used in the experiment was a
commercial product from Lan Gang petroleum
chemical, China, and its MFI is 2.3 g/10 min. The
molecular weight of the iPP is 80~120 thousands.

2.2. Sample preparation
In the PVIM, there is a vibration system in addition
to injection system. The injection system provides
the basic pressure while the vibration system provides oscillatory pressure. During the packing
stage, a periodically changing pressure acts on the
melt in the runner and mold cavity until the injection gate is frozen. A schematic representation of
the melt vibration injection apparatus was shown in
Figure 2. The processing parameters were shown in
Table 1, which were set on the control panel. For the

Figure 2. The schematic representation of pressure vibration injection molding and the cavity pressure
profile measured from a pressure sensor. 1 –$plasticizing equipment, 2 –$barel, 2 –$vibrating and
injecting piston, 4 ; valves, 5 –$injection mold
Table 1. Processing parameters
Static injection Vibration injection
molding
molding
Injection pressure [MPa]
35
35
Packing pressure [MPa]
35
35
Melt temperature [°C]
200
200
Mold temperature [°C]
40
40
Vibration pressure [MPa]
0
60
Frequency [Hz]
0
0.9

Figure 3. Specimen preparation for tests

purpose of comparison, conventional injection molding (CIM) was carried out under static packing
(without vibration) by using the same processing
parameters.
The samples have rectangular geometry with a
dimension of 50 mm"#"80 mm"#"2 mm. The molding
gate is fan-shape with an end dimension of 50 mm"#
5 mm. The thickness of gate is larger than that of
cavity, so as to achieve relatively homogeneous
flow. The pressure sensor was located in the central
part of sample cavity. To better investigate and analyze the morphology evolution, the sample was
divided into four zones along the flow direction.
Besides, one half-width of each specimen was separated into five layers through the thickness direction
for 2D-WAXD study, as also shown in Figue 3. Each
layer is 0.2 mm thick. The preparation of specimen
for tests is exhibited in Figure 3. The specimens for
PLM observation were cut into slices with a thickness of 10 microns by means of microtome at room
temperature. The microtome is MT-1 from ZheJiang Yidi Medical Apparatus and Instruments Co.
Ltd., China.

2.3. Character methods
2.3.1. Polarized-light microscopy (PLM)
The specimens for PLM are15 µm thick slices prepared by microtome along MD and ND axis respectively, as shown in Figure 3. Subsequently, micrographs were taken using a DX-1 (Jiang Xi Phoenix
Optical Co. China.) microscope connected with a
Nikon 500D digital camera.
2.3.2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
For the SEM observation, the blocky specimen was
ground and polished to the same distance from the
sample surface as the slices prepared for PLM, then
357
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etched for a certain time in an etchant consisting of
a 3% w/v solution of potassium permanganate dissolved in the sulphuric and dry ortho-phosphoric
acids mixed solution, and then washed with 30%
hydrogen peroxide and distilled water. The specimen was gold sputtered before observation.
2.3.3. Synchrotron two-dimensional wide-angle
X-ray diffraction (2D-WAXD).
Specimens for 2D-WAXD were 1mm thick slices
cut from the injection sample, as shown in Figure 3.
The synchrotron 2D-WAXD experiments were carried out on the U7B beam line in the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (NSRL), Hefei,
China. The wavelength used was 0.1409 nm. The
two-dimensional diffraction patterns were recorded
every 180 s by a Mar CCD 165 X-ray detector system in transmission mode at room temperature.
Azimuthally scans (0–360°) of 2D-WAXD were
made for the corresponding lattice planes of the !form polypropylene (!-PP). The orientation level of
various planes could be calculated by the orientation parameter f, which was calculated as shown by
Equtions (1) and (2):
31cos2f 2 2 1
f5
2

1cos2f2 5

#

(1)

p>2

I1f2sinfcos2fdf

0

#
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p>2
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0

where ! is the angle between the normal of a given
crystal plane and the shear flow direction and I is

intensity. Additionally, the relative crystallinity of %
(K%) is calculated by Equation (3):
Kb 5

Ib
Ia1 1 Ia2 1 Ia3 1 Ib

(3)

where I% is the intensity of the (300) reflection of
the %-modification, and I!1, I!2, and I!3 are the
intensities for the (110), (040), and (130) planes of
the !-phase, respectively.
2.3.4. Dynamic mechanical properties
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed using a TA DMA Q800 analyzer from TA
Instruments (USA). A three point bending clamping
geometry was used. DMA tests were carried out
from –100 to 150°C at a heating rate of 5°C/min at
1 Hz.
2.3.5. Tensile testing
Tensile testing was performed according to
GBT1040-2006 (National Standards of P.R.C) on
an A REGER-1030 testing machine (RTG-10) at
room temperature. The tensile rate is 5 0mm/min.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Hierarchical structures of CIM samples
and PVIM samples by PLM

Longitudinal sections of PVIM and CIM samples
were examined using PLM. Herein, because the
sample has a symmetrical structure, only half of
which is shown. In Figure 4a, CIM sample can be
roughly divided into skin, shear region and core
region. However, because the skin and the shear
region are too thin to be distinguished, they are
marked together in Figure 4. That of PVIM samples

Figure 4. PLM figures of (a) CIM sample and (b) PVIM sample
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are more abundant, which can be divided into skin,
transition region, shear region and core region. Skin
may formed by oriented structures, which cannot be
clearly observed by the PLM, as reported by other
researchers [16, 17]. Transition region is formed by
transformed spherulites. Shear region consists of
shear-induced crystal structures. Core region is
composed of more perfect spherulites. What is
notable is that obvious multi-layer structure exists
in shear region, which is similar to multi-layer
structure shown in Figure 1b.
In the CIM sample, the core region is the thickest,
which is 972 µm. While, the thickness of the core
region of PVIM sample is only 206 µm. Instead,
shear region becomes the thickest in PVIM sample.

3.2. Microstructure of multi-layer
morphology by PLM and SEM
As mentioned above, the most obvious difference
between CIM sample and PVIM sample is a multilayer structure existing in the shear region of the
PVIM sample as shown in Figure 5. It indicates that
a so-called multi-layer morphology is formed by
two obviously different layers. In the layer close to
skin, there are overcrowding fiber-like [33] structures that have unclear boundaries. With the distance increasing from the skin, these fiber-like structures can be distinguished more easily. In vicinity of
core, unambiguous multi-layer structure is formed
by so-called shish-kebab structures.
To clarify the morphology of the two layers, their
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs
are presented in Figures 6 and 7. As shown in Figure 6, the layer close to skin is also mainly constituted of shish-kebab structures. However the size of
these shish-kebab structures is only a few nanome-

Figure 5. PLM graph of multi-layer structure of PVIM
sample

Figure 6. SEM figure of shish-kebab layer

ters. Therefore, the layer can be named as nanoscale shish-kebab layer.
The other layer contains much larger shish-kebab
structures, which can be observed by PLM, is also
shown by SEM in Figure 7. The layer can be named
as shish-kebab-like cylindrite layer. However, the
shish shown in Figure 5 is not observed, which was
etched. According to the SEM figures, the shishkebab-like cylindrite structure is schematically
drawn in Figure 8: in the center of the core a single
fiber-like shish exists, which is induced by shear;
Around the shish, the !-to-% growth transition or !
%-bifurcation took place during crystal growth,
which led to the formation of randomly dispersed %nuclei; as long as the kinetic requirement for a

Figure 7. SEM figure of shish-kebab-like cylindrite structures
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the cylindrite structure

higher growth rate of the %-phase (G%) than !-phase
(G!) was achieved, these %-nuclei can induce epitaxial growth of %-phase along the !-core [34].
The shish-kebab-like cylindrite structure with mixed
!- and %-modification is very fascinating. The structure is expected to be able to greatly improve the
mechanical performance of iPP sample. It is similar
to reed-stem vessel: these kebabs are formed by %crystal; the core is formed by rigid !-crystals. During yielding process, acting as thin walled cylindrical shell structure in reed stem, the ductile %-crystal
can deform more easily than the !-crystal. And
transformation from %-form to !-form crystal can
also absorb energy in impacting process [35].

3.3. Orientation and crystallinity of samples
by 2D-WAXD
Figure 9 shows 2D WAXD patterns of CIM sample
and PVIM sample at different distances from the
skin. Except 1000 µm diffraction pattern, which
characterizes the structure of core, the other diffraction patterns of the PVIM sample exhibit more pronounced arcing compared with those of the CIM
samples. It indicates a pronounced orientation of
iPP chains within lamellae in PVIM sample.
The (040) reflection, which can be detected in all
layers, is chosen to quantitatively evaluate the orientation level of CIM and PVIM samples. The orientation parameters estimated are plotted in Figure 10.

Figure 9. X-ray diffraction patterns of CIM and PVIM samples

Figure 10. The evolution of orientation parameter

Orientation degree of CIM sample gradually
decreases from skin (0.75) to core (0.15). However,
orientation distribution of PVIM sample is obviously different: from 200 to 600 µm in thickness
direction, the orientation degree increases gradually
to the highest value of 0.95. At 800 µm, it is still as
high as 0.9. In the core (1000 µm), it decreases to
0.3. It indicates that overall orientation of PVIM
sample is higher and more narrowly distributed than
CIM sample. Combined with PLM observation, an
obvious conclusion can be drawn that the heterogeneity of shin-core structure of the CIM samples is
suppressed to some degree in PVIM sample. In
PVIM process, the formation of multi-layer morphology is a stepwise procedure. That is to say, after
the solidification of one layer, on the surface of
which the rest of melt is forced to flow in next oscillation period.
From these 2D-WAXD patterns in Figure 9, the %
crystal content is calculated, which is induced by
shear flow. The evolution of % relative crystal con-

Figure 11. The evolution of % relative crystal content
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tent is shown in Figure 11. The % content in PVIM
sample is much more than that of CIM sample.
Generally, % crystals are formed in appropriate
fields, such as quenching the melt to a certain temperature range [36], directional crystallization in a
thermal gradient field [37], shearing or elongation
of the melt during crystallization [38], or using %nucleating agents [39]. It should be noted that the %
crystal is also found in 800 and 1000 µm layers due
to optimization of shear flow by PVIM. Obviously,
it is attributed to more appropriate shear and thermal field provided by PVIM than CIM.

3.4. Formation mechanism of reed-stem-like
bionic multi-layer structure
The formation mechanism of multi-layer morphology is schematically shown in Figure 12. Before
injection, iPP resin melt is in homogeneous state.
Molecular chains present random coil state, as show
in Figure 12(a). Under shear, molecular chain network is oriented in flow direction. This phenomenon is so-called coil-to-stretched chain transition,
as show in Figure 12(b). Then, Figure 12(c) presents
formation of shish from stretched chain network.
These shishes act as crystal nuclei. Polymer melt
crystallization is typically controlled by nucleation
[40]. Lamellae epitaxially grow along shish leading
to formation of plentiful shish-kebab structures, as
shown in Figure 12(d), 12(e). Finally, the multilayer morphology forms, as shown in Figure 12(f).
In this scenario, it’s worth noting that, both nano
and Shish-kebab-like cylindrite structures are formed
from oriented shear-induced nucleating sites. Why
the difference of dimension is so great? It is obvious
that there exist three different kinds of nuclei, which
can induce spherulites, shish-kebab-like and nanoscale shish-kebab, respectively. The competition
between different crystal nuclei may be the reason
for the difference. It is a competition for absorbing
free crystalline lamellae. In shear field, the spherulite

Figure 12. Schematic illustration of mechanism of the formation of multi-layer morphology

growth is suppressed. Herein, we pay attention to
the shear-induced structures. Although both shishkebab-like and nano-scale shish-kebab are shearinduced, their morphology is quite different. The
difference is due to the distinction of density of the
two layers. As shown in Figure 10, increased degree
of orientation of shish-kebab layer indicates that
more molecules of the layer are oriented.
As Hsiao et al. [25] proposed that kebab growth
rate is diffusion-controlled. Therefore, too high
density of oriented structures can hinder the molecule chains to be absorbed onto shish. Therefore,
the cylindrite structures, which need about 10~20 µm
space to absorb the kebab, cannot be induced in
shish-kebab layer, where too little space is left to
absorb enough molecules.
According to the observed morphological features,
it may be taken for granted that there exists a processing parameter window, which can balance the
competition of different kinds of nuclei, enables the
formation of reed-stem-like multi-layer structures.

3.5. Mechanical properties
The tensile strength of CIM sample is 31.9 MPa.
Tensile strength of PVIM sample reaches 46.7 MPa;
comparing to CIM sample, it increase by 46.4%. At
low temperature (from –100 to –10°C), as shown in
Figure 13, storage modulus of PVIM sample
increases by about 25%; the loss modulus of PVIM
increases by 100 MPa at low temperature. These
data indicate that mechanical properties of the
bioinspired sample can be improved greatly, especially high toughness of iPP parts is obtained at low
temperature.

Figure 13. Mechanical properties of CIM and PVIM samples, the storage modulus and the loss modulus
evolution by DMA
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4. Conclusions
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In this study, bioinspired samples with reed-stemlike multi-layer structure were developed under
periodical shear via pressure vibration injection
molding (PVIM). Sample with this structure has
better mechanical properties than that of CIM sample. New viewpoint is put forward about transformation from traditional skin-core structure to highly
oriented and multi-layer morphology. Toughening
and strengthening of iPP samples are achieved. This
evolution from nano to shish-kebab-like shish kebab
structures is embodied in the multi-layer structure
due to gradient of shear and thermal fields. The
method is feasible in industry. The result leads to
new insights into the structure and formation of
polymer shish-kebabs under shear flow.
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